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Dedication

The Lord Jesus Christ appeared to me Personally on the 6th November 2006. Jesus covenanted to teach me Personally.

This He said would be done through
  Spirit illustrations;
  Spirit visions;
  Spirit trances;
  Spirit dreams

The following chapters of this Script were given to me by the Lord Jesus Christ Personally.

The Scripts were received and written in Spirit and have to be understood in Spirit.

They relate to the brownish Scrolls which the Holy Man, John handed to me.

This script in its completeness, was aforewritten, and the outcome of each event has been brought about entirely by the Lord’s decision.

I now covenant these Divine Revelations in their entirety for the Glory and Majestic Purposes of
  God the Father,
  God the Son and
  God the Holy Spirit

Amen
John 16: 12 – 14
I have still many things to say to you, but you are not able to bear them or to take them upon you or to grasp them now. But when He, the Spirit of Truth (the Truth-giving Spirit) comes, He will guide you into all the Truth (the whole, full Truth). For He will not speak His own message (on His own Authority): but He will tell whatever He hears (from the Father; He will give the message that has been given to Him), and He will announce and declare to you the things that are to come (that will happen in the future). He will Honor and Glorify Me, because He will take of (receive, draw upon) what is Mine and will reveal (declare, disclose, transmit) it to you. Everything that the Father has is Mine. That is what I meant when I said that He (the Spirit) will take the things that are Mine and will reveal (declare, disclose, transmit) it to you.

John 14: 26
But the Comforter (Counsellor, Helper, Intercessor, Advocate, Strengthener, Standby), the Holy Spirit, Whom the Father will send in My Name (in My place, to represent Me and act on My behalf), He will teach you all things. And He will cause you to recall (will remind you of, bring to your remembrance) everything I have told you.

John 3: 12
If I have told you of things that happen right here on the earth and yet none of you believes Me, how can you believe (trust Me, adhere to Me, rely on Me) if I tell you of Heavenly things?

John 10: 26 – 27
So have no fear of them; for nothing is concealed that will not be revealed, or kept secret that will not become known. What I say to you in the dark, tell in the light; and what you hear whispered in the ear, proclaim upon the housetops.
Matthew 11: 12

And from the days of John the Baptist until the present time, the Kingdom of Heaven has endured violent assault, and violent men seize it by force [as a precious prize – a share in the Heavenly Kingdom is sought with most ardent zeal and intense exertion.]

Chapter Three

Doctrine of Demons to Lead Astray

During the wee hours of 30th March 2015, I was once again shown that I was to enter the first class in the second block on ground level. I knew that we had completed every class on ground level and first level of the first block.

On the first day, the teacher entered the room and intentionally said, “Class, stand and raise your hands.” She then reached and switched on a button. To the amazement of the entire class of students every type of gadget she had invented secretly was at her fingertips.

Immediately, thunder and lightning came forth. “God’s power will come upon you,” she said. “You will begin to feel God’s power.”

Without questioning, every one present obeyed her, but my spirit discerned that this was not true, so I decided to stand aside refusing to participate.

[Matthew 24: 23 - 25] “If anyone say to you then, Behold, here is the Christ (the Messiah)! Or, There He is! – do not believe it. For false Christs and false prophets will arise, and they will show great signs and wonders so as to deceive and lead astray, if possible, even the elect (God’s chosen ones).

[2 Timothy 3: 13 – 14; 16] “But wicked men and imposters will go on from bad to worse, deceiving and leading astray others and being deceived and led astray themselves. But as for you, continue to hold to the things that you have learned and of which you are convinced, knowing from whom you learned them...Every Scripture is God-breathed and profitable for instruction, for reproof and conviction of sin, for correction of error and discipline in obedience, and for training in righteousness.”

In the spirit realm, we were heavily laden for weeks; once again we faced a twenty-four hour, seven day demon attacks. The thorn in the flesh caused both mom and I to travail in earnest prayer and fasting.

We were utterly exhausted after many, many sleepless nights only to open our eyes very sick. Every joint seemed dislocated; mom said, “Yolin, pastors in west Africa are claiming that Jesus had appeared to them, and in wrath warn women that wearing pants etc. will send them to Hell!”

“This is disturbing the Believers around the world, it is a thorn. We need confirmation.”

One night the Holy Spirit led me to listen to the “Revelation of Heaven & Hell Part 2” video by Othusitse Mmusi. This is indeed a true Prophet of the Lord Jesus. This is a “must listen” for the reader!

While being taken to Heaven, prophet Othusitse asked the Lord Jesus about these pastors who claimed that He had appeared to them giving these frightful, punishing revelations. Jesus answered, “I did not give them these messages nor did I appear to them...”
This prophet had actually given us confirmation, and immediately the thorn was removed. Deep growling which had manifested behind our fridge for weeks disappeared; we were soaring, literally. We discerned heavy, spiritual fetters being lifted from us.

[1 Timothy 4: 1 – 2] “But the Holy Spirit distinctly and expressly declares that in latter times some will turn away from the faith, giving attention to deluding and seducing spirits and doctrines that demons teach. Through the hypocrisy and pretensions of liars whose consciences are seared.”

“Lord,” mom prayed, “If Susan Davis confirms the above then Your Word has been established by two or three witnesses.”

I told mom that everything the Lord intended to be written on Script had fallen into place. A week later, the Lord’s faithful daughter, Susan, emailed mom the following:

Conduct of Dressing for Woman
By Susan Davis
[Author of Marriage Supper of the Lamb]

Part One

Let me add another segment to the whole “pants” conflict—as the extensive notes below reflect the ORIGINAL TRANSLATION MEANING which has been altered by men over the centuries:

Deut. 22:5, was quite intentionally not talking about a man in general, but a very specific kind of man – namely, a warrior or soldier. Considering this, perhaps a better translation of this verse would be as follows:

Deut. 22:5: “The woman shall not put on [the weapons/armour of a warrior], neither shall a [warrior] put on a woman’s garment: for all that do so are abomination unto the LORD thy God.”

This is what I believe Satan has turned this whole thing around—getting people to focus on “pants” instead of the true meaning of the original text (which is mighty important to look at the original text meaning and not men’s recent translations coming from the hearts of men). If the true original meaning of the text is warning women not to wear armour and to dress as a warrior and going to war—I believe this is significant because this meaning has not come out and is a very important message that has been diluted by the whole pants thing—but I agree with the thought behind the original content—women do not belong in the military—why? Because for one thing, they are being shipped off and leaving their children. Once they enlist, in the US, if they are called up they have to go—this is a travesty. Also women are getting raped in the military and if they are caught in enemy territory they will be raped—this is no joke. The other problem is that we hear over and over about men in the military have illicit relationships with women in the military while their wives are home and this is breaking up the families in divorce—this is the true meaning behind this scripture and Satan has altered it and corrupted it from its original important content….

I prayed AGAIN about this legalism over PANTS—(and just what do you do with a woman who has a Jezebel spirit who wears a dress?)….and the LORD took me to Mark 7: the Pharisees went after JESUS over their unwashed hands and food—then CHRIST says this:

Mark 7: 15 There is nothing from without a man that entering into him can defile him: but the things which come out of him, those are they that defile the man.
I was very concerned about the people believing they will go to Hell because of certain apparel. This concerns me greatly because now you are getting into a “works” doctrine and “legalism.” I did pray about this concern and this is the answer the LORD led me to: The LORD led me to this scripture in Esther and you can see that Esther dons ROYAL ROBES:

Esther 5:1 (NIV): Esther’s Request to the King: 5 On the third day Esther put on her ROYAL ROBES and stood in the inner court of the palace, in front of the king’s hall. The king was sitting on his royal throne in the hall, facing the entrance.

Then the LORD next led me to Zechariah 3:3-5 and in this scripture we find the Bible character Joshua also receiving RICH ROBES. I guess the question I have is, are the ROBES Esther put on female ROBES and somehow different than what Joshua wore and because they both wore ROBES is one of them in trouble? And if so, which one? And why would GOD not make a distinction with ROBES and does HE make a distinction with pants?

Pants do not necessarily make a women man-like—there are some pants that if the men wore them, they would appear well, extraordinarily feminine. So what gives? Do the pants make women man-like or does their heart make them man-like? Perhaps it’s not the pants but a spirit of homosexuality that has entered their hearts to cause them to take on un-natural tendencies. Spirits come into a person’s life through sin; generational curses (past generations pass these sins down to their family members sometimes); trauma of some type are all ways that these spirits enter people causing them to have so-called un-natural affections and behaviours. The only way these behaviours and sin (as any sin) can be dealt with is through repentance and full surrender to GOD to clean out the heart of the individual through the unmatchable Power of the HOLY SPIRIT indwelling the person fully—taking control of their heart to rid them of the need to behave in un-natural ways. Telling someone to change their clothing will NOT render them free of the true source of the problem: a broken heart ravaged by sin and tormented by demonic powers.

Zechariah 3 (NKJV): Vision of the High Priest: 3 Then he showed me Joshua the high priest standing before the Angel of the LORD, and Satan standing at his right hand to oppose him. 2 And the LORD said to Satan, “The LORD rebuke you, Satan! The LORD who has chosen Jerusalem rebuke you! Is this not a brand plucked from the fire?” 3 Now Joshua was clothed with filthy garments, and was standing before the Angel. 4 Then He answered and spoke to those who stood before Him, saying, “Take away the filthy garments from him.” And to him He said, “See, I have removed your iniquity from you, and I will clothe you with RICH ROBES.” 5 And I said, “Let them put a clean turban on his head.” So they put a clean turban on his head, and they put the clothes on him. And the Angel of the LORD stood by.

Does the Bible Say It’s a Sin for Women to Wear Pants?

The Truth About Deuteronomy 22:5

by Jason Young

“The woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a man put on a woman’s garment: for all that do so are abomination unto the LORD thy God.” This verse - Deuteronomy 22:5 -is one of the most commonly quoted and debated verses in the Old Testament.

Some Christians have taken this verse to mean that Christian women shouldn’t wear pants, arguing that pants are that which “pertaineth unto a man.” Many sincere and honest Christians have grappled with this issue, wanting to be pleasing to God. This teaching, as with all teachings regarding the scriptures, needs to be carefully examined. It is just as much an error to teach something that the scriptures don’t say as it is to ignore what the scriptures do say.
The teaching that it is wrong for Christian women to wear pants is based upon the following beliefs:

1) **Deut. 22:5** teaches that women should not wear that which pertains unto a man.

2) Pants pertain to a man because they were not only exclusively invented for men, but they also have historically been worn only by men.

3) The Bible teaches separation of the sexes and since there is so little distinction between men’s and women’s pants, they are essentially unisex and therefore do not provide adequate separation.

The first assertion, which states that Deuteronomy specifically forbids the wearing of “that which pertaineth unto a man,” deserves careful study. As with the study of any scripture, it is important to read the passage in context and examine the relevant words and their meanings in the original text. A reputable Bible dictionary or lexicon can be an invaluable aid.

The phrase “that which pertaineth,” or simply the word pertaineth in the King James Version of the Bible, is translated from the Hebrew word keliy, which means “article, vessel, implement, or utensil.” Translators commonly render keliy as weapon, armour or instrument in the Old Testament. The word man, in both the first and last part of Deut. 22:5, is the Hebrew word geber meaning “man, strong man, or warrior (emphasizing strength or ability to fight).” It is important to note that this is not the only word for man in Hebrew. Verse 13 of this very same chapter uses the Hebrew word ‘iysh, which is also translated man and means just that – “man, male (in contrast to woman, female).” It is apparent that Moses, when writing Deut. 22:5, was quite intentionally not talking about a man in general, but a very specific kind of man – namely, a warrior or soldier. Considering this, perhaps a better translation of this verse would be as follows:

“The woman shall not put on [the weapons/armour of a warrior], neither shall a [warrior] put on a woman’s garment: for all that do so are abomination unto the LORD thy God.”

Many scholars agree with this translation. Adam Clark, commenting on Deuteronomy, states, “As the word...geber is here used, which properly signifies a strong man or man of war, it is very probable that armour is here intended; especially as we know that in the worship of Venus, to which that of Astarte or Ashtaroth among the Canaanites bore a striking resemblance, the women were accustomed to appear in armour before her.”

John Gill in his Exposition of the Entire Bible sees a similar meaning in 22:5:

“...and the word [keliy] also signifies armour, as Onkelos renders it; and so here forbids women putting on a military habit and going with men to war, as was usual with the eastern women; and so Maimonides illustrates it, by putting a mitre or an helmet on her head, and clothing herself with a coat of mail; and in like manner Josephus explains it, ‘take heed, especially in war, that a woman do not make use of the habit of a man, or a man that of a woman...’” (sic)

Rabbi Jon-Jay Tilsen of The United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism writes in an excerpt from an article entitled “Cross Dressing and Deuteronomy 22:5,”

“In another attempt to identify the quintessential ‘men’s items,’ Rabbi Eliezer ben Jacob, quoted in the Talmud (edited about 800 C.E.), says, ‘What is the proof that a woman may not go forth with weapons to war?’ He then cites our verse [Deuteronomy 22:5], which he reads this way: ‘A warrior’s gear may not be put on a woman’ (B. Naz. 59a). He reads kli gever [geber] as the homograph kli gibbor, meaning a ‘warrior’s gear’.

Rabbi Tilsen further states,

“This same understanding is followed by Midrash Mishlei (Proverbs) which contends that the Biblical character Yael in the Book of Judges kills General Sisera with a tent pin instead of a sword in order to comply with this law. It would have been ‘unlady-like’ for her to use a sword -- worse, a violation of the law -because a sword is a man’s tool...”
Considering the sheer specificity of Deut. 22:5 and the precise nature of those things that are forbidden, Deut. 22:5 is most likely ceremonial law rather than moral law, which would mean that it would have little, if any, implications for Christians today. Many believe, however, that this verse still applies to us today because this verse states that violators of this law are an abomination to God and that which was an abomination to God in the Old Testament would also be an abomination to God in the New Testament. However, the usage of the word abomination in Deut. 22:5 does not necessarily make it a timeless moral law because any violation of God's mandates is an abomination to Him, whether it is a violation of ceremonial law or moral law. Furthermore, Deut. 22:5 is placed squarely in the middle of, and is completely surrounded by, ceremonial laws. If it is indeed a principle to be literally followed today, why would God choose to bury this verse in the middle of what are clearly ceremonial laws?

The second argument against Christian women wearing pants is that pants have historically been worn by and associated with men and are therefore men’s clothing. One problem with this view is that it is not a consistently applied principle among those that advocate it. Many of the articles of clothing have histories of originating with a certain sex. Consider t-shirts – these too were invented for men and originally worn exclusively by men. The t-shirt was introduced to America during WWI when American soldiers noticed European soldiers wearing them. By WWII, the t-shirt became standard issue in the American military and was quickly introduced into American fashion.6 Not only were t-shirts originally invented for men, but they were invented specifically for the military. Considering this in light of the true meaning of Deut. 22:5, which seems to be forbidding women from wearing the habiliments of a soldier, it would logically follow that a woman wearing a t-shirt would be in much greater violation of this verse than a woman wearing pants. Furthermore, there is no distinction between men’s and women’s t-shirts.

If clothing history is the sole determining factor of what constitutes clothing that pertains to a man, then t-shirts must be forbidden as well if consistency is to be maintained. It would seem that in practice, however, those that teach that it is a sin for women to wear pants seem to believe that clothing distinctions only apply to what is worn on the legs while ignoring the obvious about other types of clothing commonly worn by women. In order for the teaching to be consistent, the very reasons cited for prohibiting women from wearing pants would also prohibit women from wearing t-shirts, baseball caps, team jerseys, work boots and any other article of clothing historically worn by men. Taking the concept even further, what of the colour pink or blue? Should women also be forbidden to wear blue, or should men forbidden to wear pink, as these colours have historically been associated with the opposite sex? How far should this concept be taken?

Finally, the third argument, which states that God requires a distinction between men’s and women’s clothing and that pants provide little if any distinction, must also be weighed in light of the scriptures. The scriptures, as with most matters, provide a wealth of information on this issue as well.

It is curious how those that forbid pants on women, based on their idea of separation, never seem to consider the clothing norms in the Bible. Even the most basic study into biblical clothing norms reveals that there was very little distinction between the articles of clothing worn by men and women.

In Genesis, we find the first accounts of clothing mentioned in the Bible. First, we find that upon recognizing their nakedness, Adam and Eve sewed garments of fig leaves together to cover themselves (Gen 3:7). This is an interesting account in that we find humans attempting to clothe themselves, but obviously God was not pleased with their choices, as later we find that God made new clothes for them. Gen 3:21 records that God made “coats of skin” for them to wear. The word coats in this verse is the Hebrew word kethoneth and means “a long shirt-like garment.”7 Interestingly, Moses, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, chose the exact same word to describe the specific type of clothing that God made for both Adam and Eve. Where is the distinction here? If God chose to make so little distinction between a man’s and woman’s clothes that a single word can describe the specific clothing worn both by Adam and Eve, then who are we to require a greater distinction?
Later, throughout the Old and New Testament, common dress consisted of two separate pieces. In the Old Testament, the first part of the Jewish costume was still the kethoneth such as was worn by Adam and Eve. In the New Testament, this garment is called chiton in the Greek and is often translated as coat in the King James Version Bible. According to the International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia, the kethoneth/chiton was, “...a long-sleeved tunic worn over the sadhin, likewise a shirt with sleeves... Here the ‘coat’ (Hebrew क्थौनेठ) was the ordinary ‘inner garment’ worn by the Jew of the day, in which he did the work of the day (see Mt 24:18; Mk 13:16). It resembled the Roman tunic, corresponding most nearly to our ‘long shirt,’ reaching below the knees always, and in case it was designed for dress occasions, reaching almost to the ground.” 8

Easton’s Bible Dictionary states that this basic garment was worn by both men and women:
“The ‘coat’ (kethoneth), of wool, cotton, or linen, was worn by both sexes.”

Easton’s further states that, “The robes of men and women were not very much different in form from each other.” 9

The second part of the common Jewish costume was the “outer garment.” Throughout the Old and New Testaments, the outer garment varied in size, shape and purpose. It is given various names (both in the original Hebrew and in translation) and is used in a variety of ways. This outer garment was commonly used to cover the head of both men and women (cf. Ruth 3:15, 2 Sam 15:30) and was also commonly wrapped around the shoulders (cf. Isa 3:22). While the outer garment served many purposes and was at times used in different ways by men and women, the way it was used was not consistent with either sex. The garment itself does not appear to have been made functionally different to any significant degree, and the distinctions between the male and female outer garments were merely stylistic (i.e. colour, trim, size, etc.).

In light of the ample information we have on male and female garments in the Bible, it is hard to justify the radical distinction between men’s and women’s clothing required by Christians that forbid women from wearing pants. There is no evidence that such a radical distinction existed in biblical times. While there was a difference in men’s and women’s clothing in the scriptures, these differences were merely stylistic and not functional differences. The differences were only found in colour, trim, size, etc. and not in the actual form or function of the clothing as is seen in pants and skirts or dresses. The differences between men’s and women’s pants today are as great as the differences between men’s and women’s garments in the Bible. Essentially, Christians today that forbid women from wearing pants demand a difference in form and function in men’s and women’s clothing, whereas the Bible only records a stylistic difference. This amounts to adding to God’s Word and placing requirements on our sisters in the Lord that the Bible does not support.

Many that forbid women to wear pants argue that if it is acceptable for women to wear pants, then it should be acceptable for a man to wear a dress or a skirt. This is a valid point. However, there is no inherent sin in a man putting on a skirt-like garment, which is a common practice in some cultures around the world just as it was in the Bible. The error would be in the fact that a man wearing a skirt in modern American society would be deemed as counter-culture to the very people we, as Christians, are trying to be examples to – namely unbelievers. However, women wearing pants is hardly counter-culture. While there was once a time in our society when a woman in pants would have been viewed negatively by society, such is not the case today. Is that because society’s morals have declined, and it no longer sees women in pants as the sin that it is? Of course not, it is merely a change in fashion. Just because society had a particular view in the past, does not mean that such a view was inherently more moral. Ford once made only black cars and refused to make any other colour. Today, Fords come in every colour under the sun. Was that the result of some sort of moral backsliding? No, it is just that society’s tastes have changed. In Renaissance Europe, silk hosiery were considered appropriate attire for men, yet today they are deemed as feminine. Changes in style and fashion aren’t inherently sinful and most of the time only reflect a change in taste. Women’s pants are no different. Women did not start wearing pants as a means of rebellion or to be more “manly” but because they were more comfortable and functional. Fashion has been moving in the direction of more function and less style for well over a century now. This is evidenced most recently by the fact that suits and ties are much less common in the workplace now, having been replaced by khakis and button-up shirts.
Does that signal some moral decline? Absolutely not -- it only reflects a trend in fashion for more basic and functional clothing just as women’s fashions did in moving toward pants. It is important that we do not have a knee-jerk reaction to every change in fashion. Clearly, some are indicative of moral decline, but many are not. As with everything, changes in fashion must be weighed against biblical truths to make the determination.

In short, the issue of clothing must always be carefully, thoughtfully and honestly studied from a scriptural perspective while allowing the scriptures to be the ultimate authority on such issues. A thorough study into the clothing norms of the Bible reveals that there was no distinction between men’s and women’s clothing in the Bible beyond stylistic differences such as trim, colour and size. In fact, God Himself made clothing for Adam and Eve that was so similar that one word (kethoneth) could describe the specific garment he made for each of them. This same word describes the clothing worn by Godly men and women throughout the Bible from the Old Testament to the New Testament. Yet today, many Christians demand much more than even the Bible did by requiring not only a difference in style but a difference in function and form as well. If God makes no such clothing demands on His people, then who are we to make them? Do we know better than God?

Susan Davis Sept. 22, 2013
Regarding pants. Here is what the Lord showed me. Men wore robes in bible times as standard apparel. See these scriptures:

1. Genesis 41:42
Then Pharaoh took his signet ring from his finger and put it on Joseph’s finger. He dressed him in robes of fine linen and put a gold chain around his neck.

2. Genesis 49:11
He will tether his donkey to a vine, his colt to the choicest branch; he will wash his garments in wine, his robes in the blood of grapes.

3. 1 Kings 10:5
the food on his table, the seating of his officials, the attending servants in their robes, his cupbearers, and the burnt offerings he made at the temple of the Lord, she was overwhelmed.

4. 1 Kings 10:25
Year after year, everyone who came brought a gift—articles of silver and gold, robes, weapons and spices, and horses and mules.

5. 1 Kings 22:10
Dressed in their royal robes, the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat king of Judah were sitting on their thrones at the threshing floor by the entrance of the gate of Samaria, with all the prophets prophesying before them.

6. 1 Kings 22:30
The king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, “I will enter the battle in disguise, but you wear your royal robes.” So the king of Israel disguised himself and went into battle.

But so does the scriptures say that the Biblical heroine Esther wore them too. See this scripture,

Esther 5:1 (NIV):
Esther’s Request to the King: 5 On the third day Esther put on her ROYAL ROBES and stood in the inner court of the palace, in front of the king’s hall. The king was sitting on his royal throne in the hall, facing the entrance.
Here is the scripture in question: Deut. 22:5 which talks about men’s apparel and clearly men wore robes in bible times which was their standard apparel but the scripture shows us that Esther wore royal robes to face the king (see previous scripture). Did Esther do evil donning men’s standard apparel? Read about the Hebrew translation of the Deut. Deut 22:5 teaches that women should not wear that which pertains unto a man. Scriptures meaning to understand the original meaning http://www.actseighteen.com/articles/women-pants.htm which the enemy has gotten hold of and turned into a Pharisee-style legalism and works doctrine. You will see that Deut. 22:5 references military garb in the original language and has been twisted into meaning pants—but the word pants was NEVER referenced in the Bible—only the scripture means warring apparel. (“...and the word [keliy] also signifies armour, as Onkelos renders it; and so here forbids women putting on a military habit and going with men to war.) Maybe the debate should be over whether Robes on women like men wore are evil or not—but Esther donned her royal robes and so will male and female wear robes of white.... And just like pants, neither is the word Robes mentioned in Deut. 22:5—the original language talks about uniforms of war: armor.

My pastor who is a spirit-filled doctor of theology and he said this is the spirit of legalism and he quoted the scripture,”when Jesus faces off with the Pharisees and HE says you screen out a gnat and swallow a camel. Just as the reference to pants specifically is NOT in the Bible—If you choose to wear only skirts—don’t wear them too short and seductively or they will be worse than pants.

Susan Davis Christ says it is not what a man puts in his mouth but what comes out of HIM that condemns him. And when you begin the legalism of all of this you must ask about dresses: does the dress condemn the person if it is an inch above the knee or an inch below or full length. I can put dresses on women who wear pants but that in and of itself will not save them—what of women who have a Jezebel spirit who wear dresses? If you go to the scripture in Deuteronomy that they are quoting regarding pants—the ORIGINAL translation—oh and we must seek the original translation and not the obliterated version that is now floating around—the original translation speaks of women not to wear armour and to go into war as men do—but the HOLY SPIRIT took me to the scripture on this matter and showed me Joshua who put on royal robes—then the HOLY SPIRIT took me to Joseph in the OT who put on Royal Robes and then HE took me to the book of Esther and he put on Royal Robes before she approached the king to save her people and the HOLY SPIRIT demonstrated that both men and women wore royal robes--so were the men in trouble because they had robes on or was Esther in trouble because she too had royal robes on? OR is the enemy using a legalistic issue to stir up trouble among the Christians. Clothes--make up can take you to Hell if you IDOLIZE THEM--but so can MONEY--but the last I checked--we need money--can’t get very far without it--so the WHOLE issue lies within the heart--and a heart right with GOD will dress appropriately and won’t idolize material things--that’s what God says.

Part Two

THUS SAITH THE LORD: Jeremiah 2:32 (NLT): 32 “Does a young woman forget her JEWELRY, or a bride her wedding dress?”
Yet for years on end MY people have forgotten ME.
Watch out those who practice legalism—it stems from a RELIGIOUS SPIRIT—AND RELIGIOUS SPIRITS ARE DEMONIC.

I am deeply concerned by the warnings people say are coming from GOD about women wearing makeup/jewellery taking them to Hell, well if they worship these things maybe, but I have done extensive research on this and most people don’t know this but MAJOR Bible characters wear jewellery and makeup throughout the Bible and I doubt if Ruth and Esther, Rachel, the prodigal son, Joshua, Joseph, Jesus, and the Shulamite woman from the Song of Solomon are in Hell because they wore jewellery /makeup/ perfumes. Even CHRIST had perfume poured over HIM twice in the New Testament....
I prayed over this and the LORD took me to the rich man parable and JESUS told the man to sell everything—because he was in love with his riches and not GOD—then the HOLY SPIRIT immediately took me to the parable of the Prodigal son and the Father (represented by FATHER GOD) gave the prodigal a fancy robe, party, and a ring to celebrate his homecoming the opposite scenario of the rich man because the prodigal came back to the LORD and his father—The LORD is not double minded so that now HE would send the prodigal son to Hell for wearing a ring—so the issue isn’t jewellery—it is the HEART—because plenty of times people wore jewellery/makeup in the Bible—famous Bible characters like Esther, Ruth etc. so the matter is the HEART—be careful because I can take jewellery, perfume, makeup away from someone and that does not save them or make them right—if their HEART is not right with GOD—the focus isn’t on works doctrine like the devil wants us focused—the focus is the HEART—always the HEART and whether it is right with GOD or focused on the world—the rich man was looking back to the world—the prodigal was looking back home to the LORD and his father—big difference—it is not the jewellery—it is the HEART.

I was deeply troubled about the matter regarding makeup/jewellery and I prayed to the LORD and the HOLY SPIRIT immediately brought up these scriptures: First HE brought to mind the parable of the Rich man in the Bible (Matthew 19:20-24) and in this parable CHRIST tells the young rich man to sell everything and give it away to the poor to be right with GOD. Then the HOLY SPIRIT brought up next the parable of the Prodigal son in the Bible (Luke 15:14-24) and in this parable the opposite event happens the young man in the story has sinned but is deeply remorseful and returns with remorse to his father to which the father (representing GOD the FATHER in this passage) runs to greet the young man with the very things JESUS earlier tells the rich man to sell: the best robe; a ring for his finger; shoes; the prize fattened calf and a party! So what gives here—is GOD double-minded? NO! The sin is not in the objects of wealth—great possessions—the fine robe, ring, shoes, fine food, bread—because the father in the Prodigal son parable presents his wayward returning son with the very things the rich man was told to sell and give to the poor. It was about the HEARTs of the two men. The rich man loved the wealth more than GOD and even idolized it. It was the regret of the Prodigal Son over placing wealth before GOD and his repentance that puts him back in good standing with his earthly and Heavenly Fathers and he gains back earthly possessions (like the ring which is jewellery) because unlike the young rich man, the Prodigal has learned the error of worshipping objects/worldly possessions. The love of jewellery/makeup will surely get you in trouble if you value it more than GOD—but it is NOT about the possessions—it is about the HEART.

Matthew 19:20-24 (KJV): 20 “The young man saith unto him, All these things have I kept from my youth up: what lack I yet? 21 Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow me. 22 But when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful: for he had great possessions. 23 Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say unto you, That a rich man shall hardly enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. 24 And again I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God.”

Luke 15:14-24 (KJV): 14 “And when he had spent all, there arose a mighty famine in that land; and he began to be in want. 15 And he went and joined himself to a citizen of that country; and he sent him into his fields to feed swine. 16 And he would fain have filled his belly with the husks that the swine did eat: and no man gave unto him. 17 And when he came to himself, he said, How many hired servants of my father’s have bread enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger! 18 I will arise and go to my father, and will say unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven, and before thee, 19 And am no more worthy to be called thy son: make me as one of thy hired servants. 20 And he arose, and came to his father. But when he was yet a great way off, his father saw him, and had compassion, and ran, and fell on his neck, and kissed him. 21 And the son said unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son. 22 But the father said to his servants, Bring forth the best robe, and put it on him; and put a ring on his hand, and shoes on his feet: 23 And bring hither the fatted calf, and kill it; and let us eat, and be merry: 24 For this my son was dead, and is alive again; he was lost, and is found. And they began to be merry.”
Re: Women wearing Jewellery/Makeup:
I am getting lots of mail about women wearing makeup/jewellery—so here is what I can tell you. In the Bible, Abraham’s servant went to get a bride for his son Isaac and the first thing the servant does when he greets Rebekah is give her a gift of jewellery: Genesis 24:22 (KJV): “And it came to pass, as the camels had done drinking, that the man took a golden earring of half a shekel weight, and two bracelets for her hands of ten shekels weight of gold.”

Then GOD speaks of how HE raises up Israel like a woman HE PUTS JEWELS ON: Ezekiel 16:12 (KJV): “And I put a jewel on thy forehead, and earrings in thine ears, and a beautiful crown upon thine head.”

But Israel does trust in her own beauty and turns her back to GOD: Ezekiel 16:15 (KJV): “But thou didst trust in thine own beauty, and playedst the harlot because of thy renown, and pouredst out thy fornications on every one that passed by; his it was.”

(2) As a Cosmetic
From earliest times oil was used as a cosmetic, especially for oiling the limbs and head. Oil used in this way was usually scented (see OINTMENT). Oil is still used in this manner by the Arabs, principally to keep the skin and scalp soft when traveling in dry desert regions where there is no opportunity to bathe. Sesame oil has replaced olive oil to some extent for this purpose. Homer, Pliny and other early writers mention its use for external application. Pliny claimed it was used to protect the body against the cold. Many Biblical references indicate the use of oil as a cosmetic (Exodus 25:6; Deuteronomy 28:40; Ruth 3:3; 2 Samuel 12:20; 14:2; Esther 2:12; Psalms 23:5; 92:10; 104:15; 141:5; Ezekiel 16:9; Micah 6:15; Luke 7:46).

Ruth 3:3: 3 “Wash and perfume yourself, and put on your best clothes. Then go down to the threshing floor, but don’t let him know you are there until he has finished eating and drinking.”

2 Samuel 12:20: 20 “Then David got up from the ground. After he had washed, put on lotions and changed his clothes, he went into the house of the LORD and worshiped. Then he went to his own house, and at his request they served him food, and he ate.”

2 Samuel 14:2: 2 “So Joab sent someone to Tekoa and had a wise woman brought from there. He said to her, “Pretend you are in mourning. Dress in mourning clothes, and don’t use any cosmetic lotions. Act like a woman who has spent many days grieving for the dead.”

Esther 2:12: 12 “Before a girl’s turn came to go in to King Xerxes, she had to complete twelve months of beauty treatments prescribed for the women, six months with oil of myrrh and six with perfumes and cosmetics.”

Psalms 92:10: 10 “You have exalted my horn like that of a wild ox; fine oils have been poured upon me.”

Psalms 104:15 “Wine that gladdens the heart of man, oil to make his face shine, and bread that sustains his heart.”

Ezekiel 16:9 “I bathed you with water and washed the blood from you and put ointments on you.”

Luke 7:46: 46 You did not put oil on my head, but she has poured perfume on my feet.

John 12:3:
New Living Translation
Then Mary took a twelve-ounce jar of expensive perfume made from essence of nard, and she anointed Jesus’ feet with it, wiping his feet with her hair. The house was filled with the fragrance.
http://www.bibleplus.org/jewelry/jewelry.htm
http://www.bibleplus.org/jewelry/jewelry-comm.htm
GOD speaks of HIS children and refers to them as jewels: **Malachi 3:17**: And they shall be mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that day when I make up my jewels; and I will spare them, as a man spareth his own son that serveth him.

**Genesis 24:53**: And the servant brought forth jewels of silver, and jewels of gold, and raiment, and gave them to Rebekah: he gave also to her brother and to her mother precious things.

Once again the representation of GOD in the story of the Prodigal Son the father presents a ring to his lost son in this story: **Luke 15:22 (KJV)**: But the father (A REPRESENTATION OF GOD THE FATHER HERE) said to his servants, Bring forth the best robe, and put it on him; and put a ring on his hand, and shoes on his feet:

**Isaiah 49:18**: Lift up your eyes round about, and behold: all these gather themselves together, and come to you. As I live, said the LORD, you shall surely clothe you with them all, as with an ornament, and bind them on you, as a bride does.

Here is the stunning scripture that says there can be NO WAY God would send someone to Hell just for jewellery alone:

**Isaiah 61:10**: I will greatly rejoice in the LORD, my soul shall be joyful in my GOD; for he has clothed me with the garments of salvation, he has covered me with the robe of righteousness, as a bridegroom decks himself with ornaments, and as a BRIDE ADORNS HERSELF WITH JEWELS.

**Proverbs 25:11-13**: As an earring of gold, and an ornament of fine gold, so is a wise reprover upon an obedient ear.

Solomon uses jewellery to praise his beautiful bride in the Song of Songs:

**Song of Solomon 1:10**: Thy cheeks are comely with rows of jewels, thy neck with chains of gold.

**Song of Solomon 7:1**: How beautiful are thy feet with shoes, O prince’s daughter! The joints of thy thighs are like jewels, the work of the hands of a cunning workman.

Here in this scripture Joseph a form of CHRIST figure is honoured by Pharaoh and saves all Egypt and his people in the process: **Genesis 41:42** (KJV): 42 And Pharaoh took off his ring from his hand, and put it upon Joseph’s hand, and arrayed him in vestures of fine linen, and put a gold chain about his neck;

**In Proverbs jewellery is used to represent obedience to parents in a positive representation not a negative representation: Proverbs 1:8-9 (KJV)**: 8 My son, hear the instruction of thy father, and forsake not the law of thy mother: 9 For they shall be an ornament of grace unto thy head, and chains about thy neck.

After the angel of death in the Old Testament takes the first born of Egypt’s people, Pharaoh released the people to leave Egypt and this is what Moses did next: **Exodus 12:35-36 (KJV)**: 35 And the children of Israel did according to the word of Moses; and they borrowed of the Egyptians jewels of silver, and jewels of gold, and raiment: 36 And the L ORD gave the people favour in the sight of the Egyptians, so that they lent unto them such things as they required. And they spoiled the Egyptians.

The Israelites left with the spoils of the Egyptians at Moses’ command and this included jewellery of silver and gold and the Bible says the LORD gave the Israelites FAVOR by this action of receiving jewellery from the Egyptians.

Now the key problem with telling people they will not be raptured just because of jewellery is also telling them they will be raptured if they don’t wear jewellery and that is sending the message of “works” doctrine—as if not wearing jewellery will make you rapture ready—wrong, wrong, wrong: **A FULL SURRENDER TO CHRIST—A FULL SUBMISSION TO THE FILLING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT IN YOUR LIFE AND ERNESTLY PURSUING CHRIST AS YOUR ALL IN ALL**—backing away from trivial pursuits in exchange for making time to have a relationship with GOD is the way to assure readiness for the LORD’s Return. If you are in GOD’s Will because you submit yourself to it because you desire it more than anything else—the LORD will lead you in the way you should behave and dress. If you have a right relationship with CHRIST
your focus won’t be on jewellery or dressing in ways that are indecent—but it will be a choice of the heart and not the head or “works.”

I am absolutely frustrated with the enemy’s attempt to thoroughly confuse the people with an anti-GOD works doctrine--focusing on jewellery/makeup etc.....as if people who stop wearing makeup and jewellery and work at their salvation this way will be saved--instead of focusing on the true point of salvation--surrender to CHRIST fully--and asking the HOLY SPIRIT for a full oil lamp and complete filling--then the HOLY SPIRIT leads the individual into the correct mind set toward things that can become idols apart from the control of the HOLY SPIRIT: jewellery; makeup; shopping; overeating; their own children; material possessions; etc. etc.; Meaning: we all eat; have children; shop for things; have possessions, etc.....will we make these things into idols? IF WE OPERATE OUTSIDE OF THE WILL OF GOD WITHOUT THE FILLING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT then these things will lead people to hell for sure and not just the idol worship of their children, but shopping, abusive love of jewellery/makeup/shopping/eating etc. but more than anything it will be the person’s desire to operate outside of the Will of the FATHER and unsurrendered fully to CHRIST without the filling of the HOLY SPIRIT will be the true reason people go to Hell--although, they will be punished for the sins like worship of money that they can’t resist apart from the Power of the HOLY SPIRIT in their lives. If money itself were a sin, the Christians wouldn’t be allowed to handle it ever--but we know that is a ridiculous concept--but GOD says you can’t serve Mammon and GOD both. It is the idol-worship of money--just like it is the idol-worship of jewellery or makeup—that will put people in Hell.

However, the Bible is clear about tattoos being taboo: **Leviticus 19:28** (NKJV):  You shall not make any cuttings in your flesh for the dead, nor tattoo any marks on you: I am the Lord. I think the tattoos is all about the whole antichrist mind-set since the mark of the beast will also be in tattoo form and that is why GOD is against it. It used to be you only thought of tattoos as being something you saw done in tattoo parlours in the dark seedy areas (ask your parents about this) now the enemy has taken it mainstream like a lot of the things GOD HATES—that is how the enemy is on the move—like the promotion of witchcraft/wizardry is all now so mainstream.

Now the question about these things is jewellery/makeup can become idols—and that is where people get in trouble with GOD—idolizing such things. Take shopping for example—some people just go bezerk with shopping—they do it all the time and it rules their lives and it is idol worship—but is shopping in and of itself evil? No, we all have to shop for something from time to time—it is just what you do with it. But don’t take my word for it—my friend Donna and I received Words from the LORD on this matter also:

**Words from the Lord to Susan:**

I asked for words on makeup, hair dye and jewellery and this is what HE said:

“Anything can be turned into an idol. I don’t want to be usurped by any inanimate objects. Like it or not these words are true. I am not a GOD who takes lightly being dethroned by objects of vanity. When they pursue these things and they spend more time beautifying themselves for each other then they are engaging in idol worship. Tell the people that I want first place in their lives and in their hearts. Too many things in this life come against ME. If these activities take precedence in your lives then you have chosen against ME. That is when people get in trouble even your children can become idols. You are to have no other gods before ME. All these things are not evil unless you make them into idols and they come between us and that is when you fall into error. People are not to have tattoos. I am very displeased with that too. Doesn’t My word speak against it? I do not want MY children to look like harlots. These are MY Words and they are true.”

Susan: I think HE said the sin is in the heart and not on the face.

Words from the LORD to Donna for confirmation: “Yes my daughter I will give you words on these words. These are MY words and you can bank on them. They are true in their entirety. Tell the daughters and the sons who need them. Amen. Yahushua.”
Please note the section below on The Marriage Supper of the LAMB book which is the journal in which I received important end time messages for everyone through. These words are for everyone—to prepare you for what lies ahead—to give you insight on what the LORD expects from HIS children to be prepared for what is coming and to be ready for the next life. Although I took these Words down during a secluded 40-day fast, it has very little to do about me and a lot to do about preparing everyone for what lies ahead. So please take time to read this document (now available in EBook format totally free, fast, and easy to download—please see the links below) and then share it with others you care about. Chapter topics: Humility; Forgiveness; Trusting GOD; My Leaders aren’t following ME; Marriage Supper of the Lamb; Being Ready for the End Times. To GOD be the Glory—great things HE has done! Blessings, Susan

This is a FREE EBook—here is the official Marriage Supper of the Lamb website: http://sites.radiantwebtools.com/index.cfm?id=15948

Smashwords: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/162979

**Women Set Free from a Long Kept Secret**

*(With thanks to Jana and Steven Ben DeNoon)*

The greatest crime ever committed was against women! A crime prophesied in Genesis. Women were to be silenced in church, turned into faceless individuals, prisoners and slaves for the lust of men. However, Yashua (Jesus) came and set the captives free including women, but Rome conspired to keep them prisoners and the greatest crime ever committed since the Garden of Eden was committed against women in the altering of Apostles’ words so that women would not know that Yashua came to set them FREE but would be kept in bondage, missing out on the blessings that Yashua bestowed on all of us. Women of GOD it is time for you to know what Yashua really thinks of you and what He did for you! Watch the video “Let my People Go” by Jana and Steven Ben-DeNoon on:

http://christendtimeministries.com/category/videos/ or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sUYJ4Dmnlg

**Encounter with Atoms – A Demon**

At the beginning of the month of January 2015, I was about to doze off, but was still awake when instantly my spirit eyes saw what you would think is impossible. There, hovering a centimetre above me, were atoms. I noticed that protruding from these atoms was a form of the mouth and nose of a dog. These atoms were so close to me that they actually brushed against my face causing burning sensations. The next thing I knew was that I had fallen asleep, but I remember that eyes inside these atoms were watching me very closely. My spirit discerned that they were associated with the Muslim person I had described in one of my previous scripts. I also knew that these atoms were to block the Gospel of Jesus Christ from being ministered to him.
Silver Werewolf

During the month of April 2015, I awoke after being severely beaten, and was very sick that day. Together with a very tall, white woman, we were journeying on a long road when a demon spirit appeared. After we had fought a vicious battle and were about to continue our journey, a more powerful demon appeared. Again we fought viciously and were about to continue our journey when an even more powerful demon appeared. There was no rest during our entire journey; as soon as one battle was fought another more powerful demon would engage us.

We fought on the ground, we fought in the air, and most of the time, we were beaten up because the clothing we wore was not suitable. The very tall, white woman wore a skirt and I a dress and most of the time we were trying to cover our bodies which were exposed during the vicious onslaught.

As the battles grew more intense, I cannot explain how it came to be, but suddenly we were clothed in ordinary pants. Oh, how we matched those monsters in close combat. Once again I watched as we were about to continue our journey, because as we fought as two against one monster, there appeared two demons more terrible than the previous. At this, we took flight and showed a clean pair of heels with these monsters close behind us. I ran onto an escalator, up two flights, the other woman ran in another direction. This time I turned to see what I was about to come face to face with; shocked beyond belief, I was looking into a very grave situation. This very strange but absolutely true abomination had the ugliest black eyes. Instantly, I noticed that the monster stood on ground level, but its head reached the ceiling of the second floor about ten metres up.

I pondered deeply about how I was to fight a werewolf whose hair was pure silver. Reader, what took place in the spirit realm actually affected me badly. I remained sick that day.
The Class of Deceptions

In 2014, the Holy Lord gave me a Spirit Revelation that Christ End-Time Ministries had met up with Kenneth Hagen Senior whom we knew had gone to be with the Lord Jesus. I had misunderstood the proper meaning of this Spirit Revelation, and went about over a period of time paying all the expenses. A week before departure, I released the news to my badly shaken mother.

It was like a time bomb, though in that split second the Holy Spirit showed her what I could not perceive. Immediately, her spirit rumbled in turmoil which I had never seen before. It appeared that the entire forces of the dark kingdom involved with this setup, responded.

The heaviness of what her spirit discerned caused her sleepless nights in which she had a Spirit dream. She participated in a cycling race, and saw many crossing the finishing line with ease and comfort. Mom’s bicycle had turned into very heavy weights which she had to push with all her might. So with every bit of effort, she crawled, inch by inch, pushing this abnormal load, and came to the finish line. To her utter amazement she was awarded the prize.

I approached her and explained that a white man from the UK had for two weeks forced himself onto me through WhatsApp. This total stranger became so persistent insomuch that the stinking, rotten odours and deep growling intensified. I remained sick and could not sleep, but when I finally dozed off I was taken out of my physical body. Instantly, I was high in the air and looked over South Africa. As I beheld this scene, bold lettering appeared on a map “planning”

I saw this white man from the UK; he knew that I had booked myself into a lodge. I was shown planning, planning and planning. I opened my eyes, shocked and shaken.

Immediately, I approached my mother and related more revelations of what the Holy Spirit had given me. In one of the revelations, Pastor Michael Birch, together with mom and I were about to leave school. They told me that I was under a heavy spell of hypnosis, and with every effort had tried to help me, but I refused. As I passed through the school gate, the spell broke and I came to myself.

I also told her that I had dreamt that she sat with me, going through the Scriptures of lies and deception. Yet in another Spirit dream, I was shown that I was at school.

She sat listening to me as deep wells of tears covered her. “Yolin,” she said, “This is a very serious matter.”

“You had misunderstood and misapplied Spirit Revelation! The Lord had shown you that this Ministry would meet Kenneth Hagen Senior in the Gathering of the Saints. He had also shown an important fact that Satanists are after us to kill us before the Gathering of the Saints.

This white man had come to Cape Town to complete this assignment, that is why he is harassing you to the point of extremity. In this instance, the secret was out in the open, the hypnosis broke and the anointing of the Holy Spirit swept through. Although I soared, there was a nagging in me anyway; when the time arrived I left and arrived at the hotel.

Utterly exhausted after an eighteen hour journey, I tried to sleep, but all my efforts were in vain. Evil spirits tormented me each night insomuch that I lay sick for three days. Medication did not help so mom contacted me and told me that it was a demonic sickness. “Plead the Blood of Jesus,” she insisted, so I pleaded the Blood of Jesus Christ for three days. After the third day, a dark force lifted from me.

It was as though I had never been sick, not knowing that mom had not stopped fasting and persevered in earnest prayer for me night and day ever since I left.
A Soul Tormented in Hell but Still Alive on Earth

After a week, I finally arrived home. Two days later, I was about to doze off when a Brilliant Light appeared. Inside shone an opaque form of a Holy Being. There are Revelations your Spirit just knows and understands. My Spirit was calm; an absolute assurance entered me that this is the Holy Spirit.

The Holy Being took me to a dreadful and most awful place; as we entered I was taken to a certain section. Before me was a soul of a person immersed in boiling lava and fire. This image is what I saw.

Shocked, I stared and could not blink an eyelid. I stood speechless looking at the back of this soul. Slowly, helplessly and hopelessly I moved to the side of this pit in Hell and then to the front. An overwhelming sorrowful state caused me much grief. The boiling lava had completely disfigured this poor soul. I could barely make out who it was yet my spirit knew this person who was beyond recognition. The constant boiling and bubbling of the red hot lava completely mattered this person’s hair into a ball on top of his head. Words are unable to describe but my Spirit knew this man to be in his fifties. I also knew that this poor, poor person was still alive on earth but his soul was in extreme great torment. In Hell, I could actually feel something assaulting my physical body so my spirit looked up to where my body was lying. When I saw it, I thought, “Just wait till I come back; you will see what I will do to you.”

This frog as illustrated had one foot on my chest mugging me.

On opening my eyes the thing fled, but I remained very, very sick, and thought I would die. My bewildered mother had no knowledge of what had taken place. “Please pray for me,” I insisted earnestly. “Help me!! Help me please!!!”
Queen of the Coast

In another Spirit vision during the wee hours of May 15th 2015, I was once again at school. Whilst standing on the school premises my Spirit eyes opened. Pregnant, I knew that my unborn was a male infant. While deep in thought the gift of discernment began to operate - something was definitely wrong. Pondering I looked into the realm of the spirit toward the fathomless deep of the Atlantic Ocean. Amazed, I saw multitudes of people of all races and nationalities. They were the inhabitants of the city in the ocean. Now while absorbing all I could amidst the great hosts, I saw a beautiful white woman.

There are things your Spirit knows, and my Spirit knew that this person who had long auburn hair was the queen of the coast. I watched as power emanated from her unusual fit of rage, which said it all. She had looked into the far future, and knew that my unborn baby had a Powerful Divine Call put upon his life. I also knew and understood her inexplicable fury. This child was called to destroy the secret occult world and also her own kingdom (the city in the ocean).

Then immediately the Lord Jesus allowed me to be present at her devious, masterminded meetings. These evil, wicked, tortuous minded demons were just planning, planning and planning. They knew that I was a very fierce matchless warrior.

Their plan - they were to walk up from the ocean bed to the seashore; from the beach they were to fly to me in their physical forms. The demon she chose to assist her would be one of atoms unable to be discerned. They worked out that they needed just seconds to steal the soul of my baby. This would be done while distracting me in the heat of intense warfare. Atoms would move undetected behind me and take the baby’s soul to the city in the ocean.
There the queen of the coast would initiate a wicked call of her own choice upon my baby’s life before returning it into my foetus. They knew every effort was to be made to accomplish this. “We have to steal and murder its Powerful Divine Call; this is more than just a threat.”

It was planned that once the child grew up he would then see a need to fulfil the calling upon his life planned by the queen of the coast.

I looked into an indescribable most terrifying moment as the inhabitants of the sea, turned demon, coming up from the ocean bed upon the seashore. Looking into fiendish, diabolical, red eyes, beyond shocked, I opened my physical eyes.

“Oh, so that is it,” mom pondered about the vicious attacks which had taken place during the wee hours of the morning. While she began compiling this section of the Script, deep growls manifested, and grew worse until she sighed and said, “In the Name of Jesus Christ, I release Holy Atoms to engulf and annihilate all evil and unholy atoms. Holy Blazing Atoms, destroy, destroy, and destroy these evil atoms. Fire Atoms of the Holy Spirit... Holy Fire Atoms...”

Immediately, the demon fled and never returned.

In so many, many Spirit dreams, I was back at school, but this time I entered the classroom next to the principal’s office.

A week later, I was given a Spirit Revelation in which their next plan was to manifest because the first plan had failed - I was having a miscarriage and mom was rushing me to hospital.

I approached her and when she learnt of their wicked intentions, she withstood the demon of miscarriage and destroyed all future, evil schemes and plots. “Lord, pass judgement on all the diabolical intentions of queen of the coast, in Jesus’ Holy Name... In Yahushua’s Holy Name...”

**John Starnes**

Days later, I was shown in Spirit Revelation that John Starnes who had been singing with Jimmy Swaggart had gone to be with Lord. Accompanying him was a heavy Holy Presence. My Spirit knew that John had made it into Heaven. John looked very young and scintillated in Holy Glory.

Spirit Anointing poured heavily over mom and myself while I shared this Spirit Revelation.
During the wee hours of the morning of the 2nd June, the same recurring Spirit revelation loomed before me. My spirit knew that the exact image as illustrated above was the queen of the coast. This evil spirit was very beautiful and good looking, but exerted evil beyond what you and I could ever imagine. Although she was very attractive I saw that from her waist down she was formed like a fish. She had very long auburn hair spanning down to her waist. This inexplicable abomination stood afar off watching, watching and just watching. I knew that we were to face the great anger of the queen of the coast.

Mom had told me that we were being attacked by the evil queen of the coast and we suffered several weeks of her demonic attacks.

She stood at quite a distance contemplating her diabolical scheme; my spirit also knew that it was not yet given to her to come close to me. Her cunning and crafty intentions were a continuous, cruel, cold deception. I knew and understood that Christ End-Time Ministries was the next victim.

I saw that this evil spirit would entrap and take control of any situation. While relating this to mom, I became very sick, but as soon as we went into warfare prayers this evil spirit fled.

The following night, I was given another Spirit Revelation in which I was shown that mail was sent to the queen of the coast. As Christ End-Time Ministries gathered, I was given a letter written by the pastor, but before it was sealed and posted I read the first line - “The Queen of the Coast”. We understood this to be a strong firm warning to her.

The envelope was addressed to “The Queen of the Coast”. As I threw it into the local post box, I was given Spirit vision in which the postman collected all the mail. Then after delivering the local mail, he also took her mail to the City in the Ocean.
That morning, mom shared with me that there was a knock at the front door. Two men in black suits stared at her before they greeted, offering their gospel. She noticed that their appearance was as though it had been chiselled into a very hard, deep look. “Are you Jehovah’s Witness?” she said firmly. “Yes,” came the reply. “Sorry, not accepted.”

They did not know that before the knock came that the gift of discernment was manifesting at its peak. They turned to stare at the front door before disappearing. All it took was just a stare to place an initiation which caused a severe explosion on her forehead. “Yes, an undercover demon disguised as ‘religion’,” mom said.

“These are undercover agents for the queen of the coast, so determined”, mom said as I prayed for her.

The Beast

The following Spirit Revelation was given to me that night; as it unfolded mom and I fled from this unimaginable nightmare. The thing stood high into the sky on all four legs covered by evil fires. We looked directly into small, diabolical red eyes.

As we fled into the reinforced underground shelters, I knew and understood that this was the beast spoken of in Revelation Chapter Thirteen. “Also he (the beast) compels all alike, both small and great, both the rich and the poor, both free and slave, to be marked with an inscription (stamped) on their right hands or on their foreheads.”

Once again, it was so true that this evil spirit of beast manifested behind our fridge. This is the closest illustration I could find, but it is not yet the exact image of the beast I was really shown.

The following evening, I was resting upon my bed after sleepless nights during which both mom and I faced severe demon attacks. Every joint seemed out of its socket. Demons attached to our beds made it worse. Tired and exhausted, I closed my eyes only to be taken into Spirit Revelation; before me loomed a black holder hanging from a cord.
My Spirit understood that its contents were empowered by high ranking demons. I watched as it came through the air and stopped before me. I was also shown that at present I was very high in Spirit pregnancy. My Spirit knew that it was directed at my future unborn baby.

On opening my eyes, I rushed to mom. Manifestation of the presence of evil growled behind our fridge, which took mom into deep warfare prayers.

Immediately, she laid hands upon me; I shook as electricity of the Holy Spirit ran through me. “Oh Lord, who can face this type of demon attack? Without You, we are nothing but dust, but You in us, You through us.”

Statue of the Beast

In Spirit vision, together with mom, we strolled along in a certain place, when I remarked, “Look!”; my Spirit knew that the image we beheld was spoken of in Revelation 13: 14 “And because of the signs (miracles) which he is allowed to perform in the presence of the first beast, he deceives those who inhabit the earth, commanding them to erect a statue (an image) in the likeness of the beast who was wounded by the sword and still lived.”

Multitudes bowed down to the image of the beast, but mom and I strongly refused. In fact, we were the only two who would not worship the erected image which stood on the ground.

Without warning, the breath of life was imparted into the beast’s statue and it became alive. This was no longer a statue; it was fuming fiercely in order to put both mom and I to death. Instantly, we fled with the hideous monster close behind us at our heels.

Revelation 13: 15 “And he is permitted also to impart the breath of life into the beast’s image, so that the statue of the beast could actually talk and cause to be put to death those who would not bow down and worship the image of the beast.”
Counterfeiting the True Holy Spirit

[1 John 4: 1] “Beloved, do not put faith in every spirit, but prove (test) the spirits to discover whether they proceed from God...”

Now for weeks we were demonically attacked at the most vulnerable moments during the wee hours of the mornings. It appeared to move with an anointing just like the True Holy Spirit. At first, it felt genuine, but there was actually a huge difference.

This type of spirit counterfeits the anointing of the True Holy Spirit.

The True Holy Spirit’s touch is very deep and gentle; there is a loving kindness about its velvety Presence. But the counterfeit makes a pretence, waits until we are unable to defend ourselves before forcefully sliding over us. The atmosphere becomes very tense and hard.

We would open our eyes heavily hypnotized, with excessive, burning pains covering our entire physical bodies and bed.

I remained sick while mom, overly exhausted, sought the Lord earnestly.

Sacrifice Babies

I had been in earnest warfare prayer and had just about closed my eyes when there appeared before me an evil, satanic altar displaying the most gruesome behind-the-scene activities.

Numbness weighed heavily as I watched as a very sharp knife was lifted above a new born baby which was about to be sacrificed.

My spirit knew that it was the high priest amidst a bloody scene with pieces of human flesh and blood a thousand times worse than illustrated.
I shuddered under a satanic, demonic presence as if I had been present to witness what I am not able to describe to you.

[Leviticus 17: 7] “So they shall no more offer their sacrifices to goat-like gods or demons or field spirits after which they have played the harlot. This shall be a statute forever to them throughout their generations.”

[Leviticus 19: 26] “You shall not eat anything with the blood; neither shall you use magic, omens, or witchcraft or predict events by horoscope or signs and lucky days.”

[Leviticus 19: 31] “Turn not to those mediums who have familiar spirits or to wizards; do not seek them out to be defiled by them. I am the Lord your God.”

[Deuteronomy 12: 31] “You shall not do so to the Lord your God, for every abominable thing which the Lord hates they have done for their gods. For even their sons and their daughters they have burned in the fire to their gods.”

Yet the continual sleepless nights turned into tactics to exhaust our resources, to utterly weary us out! The wordless situation caused us to take our flight deeper into the arms of the Lord Jesus.